
Pure Vanilla Extract with Bean Paste
Made with our classic, rich pure vanilla. Pastry professionals appreciate the convenience of the 
generous distribution of vanilla beans seeds throughout the product. Vanilla beans seeds add a 
visible touch of elegance to recipes such as crème brulé, French vanilla ice cream, and panna cotta. .

Ingredients: natural vanilla bean extractives in water, alcohol (35%), cane sugar, and xanthan gum.

Pure Vanilla Extract
Classic, flavorful and 100% natural; one tablespoon is equal to one vanilla bean. Cream with butter 
when baking cakes or add at the end when preparing savory sauces.

Ingredients: natural vanilla bean extractives in water, alcohol (35%), cane sugar.

TCW Item # Qty. of Vanilla Beans Used per Gallon Pack Deluxe UPC
10928890 Approximately 160 4 gallon or 1 gallon 860001106763

Sugar Free Pure Vanilla Extract
Our 100% natural pure vanilla has only 3 ingredients and no added sugar. Our truest flavor to an
actual vanilla bean is ideal for keto desserts or sweet treat lovers with dietary restrictions.

Ingredients: natural vanilla bean extractives in water and alcohol (35%).

TCW Item # Qty. of Vanilla Beans Used per Gallon Pack Deluxe UPC
10936152N Approximately 160 4 gallon or 1 gallon 860001106756

Deluxe Vanilla starts with high quality, organic, sustainably farmed vanilla beans from Uganda, the “Pearl of Africa”. Our small 
batch, slow-cold extraction process creates a complex, naturally rich and aromatic vanilla. Our product is finished in American oak 
to develop a smooth and well balanced finish. A trusted favorite of pastry professionals who appreciate consistent quality at an 
affordable price.

For pricing, samples or additional information please contact your local The Chefs’ Warehouse representative or Deluxe Vanilla: 
9514 Westpark Drive, Houston, Texas 77063   -   deluxevanilla.com
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Our Commitment to Quality is Pure.

Deluxe Fine Foods,LLC
Houston, TX 77063

I NGRED IENTS :
natural vanilla beans extractives in water and alcohol

TCW Item # Qty. of Vanilla Beans Used per Gallon Pack Deluxe UPC
10928873 Approximately 160 4 gallon or 1 gallon 860001106763
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Baker’s Blend Vanilla Extract with Bean Paste
Our proprietary blend of natural pure vanilla extract reinforced with vanillin and a generous
distribution of vanilla bean seeds throughout. Vanilla beans seeds add a visible touch of elegance to 
recipes such as crème brulé, French vanilla ice cream, and panna cotta. An economical replacement 
for pure vanilla extract with bean paste.

Ingredients: natural vanilla bean extractives in water, alcohol (20%), cane sugar, vanillin, caramel 
color and xanthan gum.

Baker’s Blend Vanilla Extract
An everyday, economical replacement for pure vanilla extract. Our proprietary blend of natural
pure vanilla extract reinforced with vanillin. Ideally used in baked goods such as cakes, brownies
and sugar cookies.

Ingredients: natural vanilla bean extractives in water, alcohol (20%), cane sugar, vanillin and   
caramel color.

TCW Item # Qty. of Vanilla Beans Used per Gallon Pack Deluxe UPC
10928793 Approximately 30 4 gallon or 1 gallon 860001106701

Gourmet Vanilla Beans
Deluxe sources grade A vanilla beans from organic farms along the equator in Uganda. Perfectly
ripened on the vine before they are harvested and then sun dried to a moisture content of 32-35%.
Each bean is individually inspected and then vacuumed packed to preserve their fine, complex
flavor.

Ingredients: natural vanilla beans.

TCW Item # Qty. of Vanilla Beans Used per Gallon Pack Deluxe UPC
10923191 Approximately 30 4 gallon or 1 gallon 860001106718
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Our Commitment to Quality is Pure.

Deluxe Fine Foods,LLC
Houston, TX 77063

I NGRED IENTS :
natural Ugandan vanilla beans

TCW Item # Quantity of Vanilla Beans per Package Pack Deluxe UPC
10934317 Approximately 80 1/2 pound 860001106749
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For pricing, samples or additional information please contact your local The Chefs’ Warehouse representative or Deluxe Vanilla: 
9514 Westpark Drive, Houston, Texas 77063   -   deluxevanilla.com
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